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torrents a new kind of it might have finally delivered the dream: a fully integrated, end-to-end system that gives you the virtualized backup, disaster recovery, and data archiving capabilities that you need. as i wrote in my review of the veeam backup appliance last year, the idea of a single, integrated system that does everything for you is the future of it. but it's not

yet. on the face of it, veeam endpoint backup & replication (veeam b&r) is a relatively simple product. it's an appliance, basically, with a few extra features. it supports windows and linux, and it supports most of the end-user applications you'd expect to find in your network. but there are drawbacks to the simplicity. the b&r appliance is expensive. and it's also too
complex. b&r is expensive the biggest problem with veeam b&r is that it's priced for large organizations, not small ones. veeam wants you to believe that you can manage everything on a single appliance. but that's unrealistic. for a small business, a b&r appliance is unnecessary and expensive. it's also a bit of a gimmick. to use b&r, you have to deploy veeam's

agents, which are pieces of software that are embedded in each application, database, or other it component in your network. if you deploy the agents on your local pc and then go to the cloud, you're doing the work twice. that's why small businesses should be using veeam's free, on-premises backup and recovery product, backup & replication (b&r). veeam is now
moving away from the b&r name and consolidating it with the b&r. you'll still be able to download and use the product, but it's now being sold as veeam endpoint backup & replication. the bigger issue with the b&r (and now with veeam endpoint backup & replication) is that it costs at least $25,000, depending on the number of systems you manage. that's a lot of

money for most small businesses. a much more affordable option is acronis true image's backup & replication. it costs just $399 for five servers, and it's compatible with windows and linux. for the price, you can't beat it. the simplicity of acronis is a good thing. but you have to be comfortable with the technology, because it doesn't work like the veeam b&r. instead of
having agents embedded in the applications, acronis relies on a virtual machine. you don't have to be a computer expert to set up acronis. but you do have to understand how to use a virtual machine. with veeam, it's all about embedded agents. if you miss a patch, veeam simply doesn't know about it. but acronis has to be aware of all the applications on your

servers, and acronis has to be aware of all the patches. the other problem with veeam b&r is that it's a more expensive version of acronis true image. veeam sells the products separately.
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